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What does developing products or code at your company look like?

• Do errors and bugs ‘come back from the dead’ (as in the example above)?
• Have you developed procedures to correct reported errors in multiple 

concurrent versions of a product?

ARCHIVE

AFTERNOON, ACME INC.

Guys, we’ve got a problem! The client 
rang. That payment bug has popped up 
again in the latest version.

You’ve got to be kid-
ding. I fixed that two 
months ago!

I know, but it crashes exactly 
like before when connecting to 
PayPal.

I don’t get it. 
Lisa got it for live 
testing and then 
shipped it …

Well, I suppose you missed 
putting the fix in the new 
release.

Come on, it’s your job 
to put together the 
releases!

DO YOU HAVE EVERYTHING IN ORDER?
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ARCHIVE

And how am I supposed 
to know what you have or 
have not done?

Listen – we need to straighten out this 
mess. It’s obvious that our left hand 
doesn’t know what our right hand is doing.

• Are efforts to create a new version complex, time-consuming and an 
impediment to new updates?

• Is there a lack of a clear and complete archive of previous versions?

If your answer to these questions is ‘yes’, then perhaps you need to 
hone your company’s Configuration Management (CM) skills – the art of 
keeping track of versions, components and additions. This applies to all 
organisations with any sort of advanced product development, whether it  
be software or hardware.
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 1.0

CM creates order and traceability where needed. The obvious advantage to 
CM is avoiding hassles, problems and mistakes, through:

• creating clear rules for version designation, documentation, file storage, 
etc.

• effectively tracking what a release contains
• accessing bugs and problems associated with different product versions.

In large organisations developing comprehensive systems, there are 
hundreds of programmers working on the same project. This makes CM 
crucial. Formalized CM procedure makes the difference between order and 
chaos, so it is easy to motivate employees to follow it.

A little more resistance to CM may arise in smaller companies, however. 
CM may simply feel unnecessarily formal in an organisation where every-
one has an overview of the projects and knows each other. To motivate em-
ployees, it is important to emphasize the benefits of CM – and stop talking 
about it as a necessary evil.

CM is in use everywhere today. In its simplest form, it might look 
like this:

Example 1: The Joint Text Document

Hans and Tage are writing a book together through the use of a word 
processing program. Different versions are uploaded to a folder in the 
Cloud. Every time one of them works on the file, a renamed copy of 
the word-processing file is created by adding the current date and a 
signature. The filenames are:

2013-07-01_book_hans.doc
2013-07-02_book_tage.doc
2013-07-03_book_hans.doc
…

This manual form of versioning is easy to understand, but it has its 
flaws. What happens, for example if the two writers save a new  
version simultaneously?
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Example 2: The Commercial Software

The most important product from the company Microapple is a layout 
program. This is what its release log looks like:

0.99  Beta (Trial Version)
1.0 First Version
1.0.1 Bug Fix
1.1 Update (Bug Fixes & Features)
1.5 Upgrade
2.0 Extensive Upgrade
2.0.1 Bug Fix 
etc.

This is a classic example of software identification. It is important to 
ensure a clear set of numbering rules.

CUSTOMER

REPORTS

BACKLOG

2.0 ONLY

BU
GS

1.5

BETA

RELEASE

2.0

BETA

CM
It is important that a CM  

Administrator maintains a 
‘helicopter view’ – an over-

view of what is created, 
modified and archived.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF CM

CM is so much more than ‘a system for not messing things up’.  
Efficient procedures and tools lead to a range of positive effects.

Increased pace of development
CM increases the pace of development in many different ways. First and 
foremost, it enables parallel development teams to work on the same pro-
ject in a controlled manner (see below). It also simplifies system analysis, 
troubleshooting, testing, measurement, and monitoring.

‘Controlled chaos’ made possible
The better an organisation 
is at CM, the more advanced 
project models it may be 
applied to with for exam-
ple parallel, independent 
development teams, rapid 
iterations and steady market 
feedback. CM ensures that 
bugs do not ‘come back from 
the dead’ and that known 
problems are addressed at 
the appropriate time in the 
production flow.

A comprehensive approach
All stakeholders get a better 
overview of how the software 
evolves, which variations 
are created, and what has 
changed between versions. 
Last but not least, it is easy to 
search older versions for some-
thing to be checked or restored.

Product structuring increases flexibility
CM makes it easy to share and manage software in modules. This offers 
many advantages. New product variants can be created quickly from exist-
ing modules. Dividing work efforts among different modules also leads to 
more efficient software development overall.

R.I.PBUG
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CONFIGURATION MANAGER  
– A ROLE IN TRANSITION
Depending on the size of an organisation, the role of Configuration Manager 
(also known as Configuration Manager) is either the part-time job of some-
one already fulfilling another role or it is a full-time job. In either case, the 
Configuration Manager must possess a great understanding of the entire 
development process and must remain one step ahead of the process. Due 
to the diversity of today’s development models and approaches, a Configu-
ration Manager must be adaptable and understand how teams work.

• In waterfall development models, CM is most active early and late in the 
project workflow; first during early-phase intensive planning of the project, 
then during late-phase follow-up, delivery collection and change manage-
ment administration.

• Iterative and Incremental Development Models increase the complexity 
of CM dramatically; several iterations or increments are running concur-
rently on the same product sim ul taneously. There are more artefacts to 
keep in order with more complicated life cycles – both of which increase 
demand on tools and processes. 

• Agile development models provide for even more project coexistence 
and, in addition, allow teams more control over their work routines. The 
Configuration Manager must be very responsive, must have a great un-
derstanding of the teams' tasks and must be guided by agile principles. In 
many cases, it is natural that the teams take care of purely operational CM. 
The Configuration Manager therefore takes on the role of expert and coach 
identifying problems, gathering ideas and deciding which ones to address 
and implement.

We will take a closer look at these developmental models on the following 
page.
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CM IN DIFFERENT MODELS

Waterfall Development Model

From a CM perspective, a waterfall development model is rather straight-
forward. There is only one path to follow. This path is divided into work 
phases. Baselines and status and error reports are therefore relatively 
easy to handle. The high number of change requests can complicate things, 
however.

Iterative Development Model

In a CM context, an iterative development model can be regarded as many 
waterfall development projects taking place simultaneously. Since iteration 
is partially parallel, the situation naturally becomes more complex.

Here it is necessary to:
• monitor what is included in each iteration
• be clear in reporting
• have a well-oiled machine regarding error reporting (which error will be 

corrected in which iteration?)

Change requests can actually be somewhat more easily managed. It is 
possible to add a modification to an iteration that has not yet been initiated. 
This therefore does not change any on-going process.
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Agile Development Model 

When agile development models are applied, complexity increases. More 
focus is put on each team’s responsibilities, tight delivery schedules and 
on-going test operations. Individual team iterations run simultaneously, 
and not necessarily with the same periodicity.

There is high demand for status information both ‘upward’ in the organisa-
tion and between the teams. Each iteration or task becomes a baseline. It is 
important that administrative routines are light and easy to follow since the 
development teams themselves perform most of the work. 

Changes in requirements or change requests are natural features of an 
agile organisation and the agile model provides routines to manage them. 
Traceability is still very important so that all parties know what has been 
implemented and in which modification. 

How autonomous teams should be is a matter of judgment. A common 
arrange ment is that teams take on CM operations and the Configura-
tion Manager takes on an expert role responsible for problem solving 
and improvement efforts outside of the team. In addition, the Configura-
tion Manager is responsible for conducting training and helping the team 
members develop their understanding of CM’s significance, most of all the 
consequences of carelessness and shortcuts.
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Explanation:
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CM TOOLS

VERSION CONTROL
The tools for version control function according to two principles:

• Basic tools create a version history making it possible to re-create previ-
ous versions of files. This also prevents overwrites of changes others 
have made. Some of these also provide better support for working along 
parallel lines and can manage large systems.

• Advanced tools provide even better support for the management of large 
systems and different types of configurations. In addition, they offer even 
more functionality and traceability throughout a system’s life cycle and 
traceability during software construction and integration.

There is a plethora of version control tools available today. Small busi-
nesses normally do not need large, commercial solutions. In these cases, it 
is better to first consider what is required in the development environment 
and then review the market, either independently or with the assistance of 
someone with more experience.

The latest trend in version control involves distributed archives where each 
user has a clone of the archive. One works on one’s own computer and then 
synchronizes his/her version with one housed on a server or another user’s 
computer.

Free License Products: Subversion, Git, Mercurial, Fossil, Veracity
Commercial License Products: Accurev, Perforce and PVCS Version  
Manager, Team Foundation Server
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Change management tools include considerable process control. It is also 
important to choose a tool that either:

• implements an approach that matches what one wants to accomplish
• offers complete adaptability (but then requires a willingness to dedicate 

time and resources to adaptation).

It is often important that a change management tool can be integrated with 
version control, delivery management and requirement management.

Free License Products: BugTracker.NET, Bugzilla, Fossil, Mantis, Veracity, 
Eventum
Commercial License Products: Tracker, Jira, Serena Issue and Defect  
Management, IBM Rational Team Concert

INTEGRATION AND DELIVERY
In step with the introduction of agile methods, this is an area that has 
become increasingly important. Once development in parallel teams is 
underway, support is needed to continuously update your own workspace 
with changes from other developers and from the integration branch. Be-
cause both internal and external delivery is frequent, support for automatic 
delivery management can lead to significant gains in efficiency. These tools 
have strong connections to version control and change management, so it 
is therefore necessary that all of these factors be integrated properly.

Free License Products: Buildbot, Jenkins, Hudson, Travis CI, Testflight
Commercial License Products: CruiseControl, Electric Commander, 
TeamCity, Bamboo

Finally, a few words regarding requirement management tools. These 
would not normally be considered CM tools, but it is important that they be 
integrated with version control and change management tools. One wants 
to automate traceability throughout the development process. Through 
integration with the requirements management tool, one can automate 
report creation regarding for example which requirements have been im-
plemented at any time or when an error affecting a requirement arose and 
was corrected.
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CASE: THE VALUE OF A 
CONFIGURATION

The following case is fictional but based on actual circumstances at 
a Scandinavian company.

Background
Tanto Telecom is developing a large system for remote control robotic 
systems. In response to a looming release date, lab testing is intensifying. 
A large number of bugs and errors have been discovered and the organisa-
tion has had a large number of patches to handle for several days. Now 
however, all tests have been conducted at test stations with no problems 
reported. All that remains is to deliver the same configuration to the ar-
chive of released products and ensure that documentation is complete.

Problem
Tanto Telecom has no dedicated CM organisation, but has delegated the re-
sponsibility to developers who have other tasks. Now in the final stage, an 
inexperienced but dedicated Configuration Manager quietly double checks 
the system one last time and is horrified. What is being stored for release 
does not match the approved tests! After building a new test configuration 
and running them, he confirms that the release about to be shipped is still 
full of bugs.

Explanation
The management at Tanto Telecom pulls the plug and appoints an analysis 
group. After several hours of interviews, analysis and research, the truth 
finally reveals itself. The process of deliveries to testers was perceived as 
unnecessarily complicated. This led to many developers taking shortcuts.
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Complications
The problem was further complicated when many error corrections were 
sent to testing without saving version labelled source code in the archive. It 
is therefore not possible to re-create the functioning version.

Solution
It is easy to assume that the solution is to ensure delivery routines are fol-
lowed (i.e. no shortcuts). This, however, is a short-sighted solution which 
decreases confidence in CM instead of supporting the enterprise.

The solution is instead to identify and make developers aware of the effects 
of their actions. Use this experience to produce a delivery method that does 
not feel unnecessarily complex. Allow them to recognize the value of the 
process. Once they have tried this new delivery process, they can gradually 
automate it.

It is important that someone in the organisation feels a sense of ownership 
of the delivery process. In larger organisations, this usually falls under a 
Configuration Manager’s purview, but it is most important that it is some-
one who has contact with the business and can detect when a process 
needs adjustment.
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GET STARTED
 
How to get started:

1. Gather a group of people who are interested in CM applicable areas 
experiencing weaknesses such as deliveries, version management and 
change management.

2. Ensure that the group does not become completely tool oriented. It is 
important to keep working methods in mind.

3. Create CM related activities with natural links to other processes in the 
company (development, project management, requirements manage-
ment, etc.). An isolated CM process rarely solves problems in the long 
run and almost always eventually ends up on a shelf collecting dust.

4. Get started with an introduction as soon as an area for improvement is 
identified. Unravelling obvious problems will reveal underlying issues to 
resolve. Keep improvement efforts alive, face challenges step-by-step 
and evaluate results.

5. Appoint a Configuration Manager who has an overall view of the area 
in question. This person will not process all CM related tasks, but act 
as the expert assisting the whole organisation. This is not necessarily a 
full-time role.
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CM, Configuration Management, is the art of keeping track of 
versions, components and additions in order to avoid hassles, 
problems and errors. It is important not to consider CM as a 
necessary evil. Instead, one should focus on its benefits, such as:

• reductions in development lead times

• a ‘creative chaos’ environment

• improved comprehensive approach 
 within an organisation

• ease of sharing and managing software  
in modules

CM administrative personnel must possess a  
strong understanding of the entire development  
process, be one step ahead of the process, and  
not in the least, understand and respect how  
different teams work.


